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A Joint Spatial and Temporal Equalizer Using Separated Spatial and 
Temporal Signal Processing for Broadband Mobile Radio 

Communications 
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*Wireless Laboratories, NTT DoCoMo, Inc. 

3-5 Hikarinooka, Yokosuka-shi, Kanagawa, 239-8536, Japan 
E-mail: tomisato@mlab.yrp.nttdocomo.co.jp 

Abstract - Joint spatial and temporal equaliza- 
tion techniques are considered most effective in re- 
ducing effects of Co-channel Interference (CCI) and 
Inter-Symbol Interference (ISI) in broadband mo- 
bile communications. This paper proposes a new 
configuration of Spatial and Temporal Equalizer 
(SIT-Equalizer) using separated spatial and tem- 
poral signal processing. An iterative parameter es- 
timation technique is also proposed for the SIT- 
Equalizer. Computer simulations were conducted 
to demonstrate effectiveness of the proposed SIT- 
Equalizer. Results of computer simulations show 
that the proposed SIT-Equalizer can achieve ex- 
cellent performances in the presence of CCI and 
ISI. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
In mobile multimedia communications, CO-channel Inter- 
ference (CCI) and Inter-Symbol Interference (ISI) are ma- 
jor problems to overcome. Joint space and time equalizers 
(S/T-Equalizers) are considered most effective in solving 
the problems [1][2]. S/T-Equalizer combines concepts of 
Adaptive Array Antenna (AAA) and Temporal Equalizer 
(TE). AAA aims to  suppress CCI, and T E  aims to reduce 
IS1 effects. Among various types of TEs, Maximum Like- 
lihood Sequence Estimation (MLSE) equalizer is known to 
achieve optimal performance [3]. Unfortunately, however, 
performances of the MLSE equalizers are sensitive to recov- 
ered symbol timing offset [4]. A solution to this problem 
is to use a fractionally-spaced Feed Forward Filter (FFF) 
before the temporal equalization. Obviously, optimal per- 
formances can be achieved with an S/T-Equalizer config- 
uration expressed as a cascaded connection of AAA and 
MLSE equalizer where, as shown Fig. 1, each of the an- 
tenna elements is equipped with fractionally-spaced FFF 
[4]. However, the optimal S/T-Equalizer is too complex 
to implement because the total number of taps that have 
to be adaptively updated is LM+N where L is the num- 
ber of antenna elements, M the number of FFF taps, and 
N the number of TE taps. Hence, a technique that can 
significantly reduce the complexity is required. 

This paper proposes a new configuration of S/T- 
Equalizer using separated spatial and temporal signal pro- 
cessing. In this S/T-Equalizer configuration. a fractionally 
spaced FFF  is inserted between AAA and MLSE equalizer. 

Signal processing for the updating of FFF taps and AAA 
taps can be performed separately each other. The num- 
ber of the adaptive taps is L+M+N with this configura- 
tion, thereby, signal processing complexity remains within 
a practical level. Obviously, however, the S/T-Equalizer 
with separated signal processing cannot achieve the opti- 
mal performance. This paper then proposes an iterative 
parameter estimation technique that can recover the per- 
formance loss. This paper first describes configuration of 
the proposed S/T-Equalizer with separated signal process- 
ing. A new algorithm that can perform an iterative param- 
eter estimation is also presented. Results of computer sim- 
ulations conducted to  evaluate performances of the S/T- 
Equalizer are then presented. 

11. CONFIGURATION OF S/T-EQUALIZER 
Fig. 2 shows a block diagram of the proposed S/T- 
Equalizer. The S/T-Equalizer consists of AAA, TE;, and 
fractionally-spaced FFF. Instead of MLSE equalizer, De- 
layed Decision Feedback Sequence Estimation (DDFSE) 
equalizer [5] may be used as TE to reduce the coniputa- 
tional complexity. The S/T-Equalizer has two parameter 
estimators that  are used for separated spatial and temporal 
signal processing. 

Parameter Estimator 1 (PE-1) first estimates the weight 
vectors with the AAA and T E  using a training symbol 
sequence. During this period of time, FFF simply passes 
the AAA output signals (See Fig. 3 (a)). 

Output ya( i )  of the L-element AAA is given by 

Ya(i) = w:(i)R(i), (1) 

where W,(i)  and R(i) are the weight and the sampled 
received signal vectors of AAA, respectively. with i being 
the symbol timing index. Let W,(i) and R(i) be denoted 
by 

and 

respectively, where q ( i )  is the sampled signal received by 
the l-th element, and wal(i) is the weight for the I-th el- 
ement. The AAA output y,(i) is then input to the T E  
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having M-taps. In the TE,  a replica signal y,(i) for its 
input ya(i) is generated. y e ( i )  can be expressed as 

ye( i )  = we(i)HA(i) ,  (4) 

where W,( i )  and A(i) are the weight and the reference 
signal vectors for the TE,  respectively. Let We( i )  and A(i) 
be denoted by 

A(i)  = [ ~ l ( i ) , ~ z ( i ) , . . . , ~ ~ ( i ) ] ~  (5) 

We(i) = [wel(i),wez(i),.'.,weM(i)lT, (6) 

and 

respectively, where um( i )  is the reference signal input to 
the m-th tap, and wem(i) is the weight for the m-th tap. 
Estimation error el(i)  is given by 

el( i )  = ~ a ( i )  - y e ( i ) *  (7) 

PE-1 updates the tap weight vectors W,(i) and W,( i )  
for the AAA and T E  based on the minimum mean square 
error (MMSE) criterion that minimizes < le1(i)l2 >. The 
recursive least square (RLS) algorithm may be used for the 
tap updating. 

Parameter Estimator 2 (PE-2) then estimates the weight 
vectors with the FFF and TE. During this period of time, 
the AAA weights determined as a result of the adaptation 
process for AAA and T E  are used, and kept fixed. (See 
Fig. 3 (b)). 

Output y f ( i )  of the N-tap FFF is given by 

Y f ( 4  = w f ( i ) H C ( i ) ,  (8) 

where W f ( i )  and C ( i )  are tap weight vector and input 
signal vector for the FFF. Let Wf(i) and C ( i )  be denoted 
bY 

C ( i )  = [q(i) ,  C Z ( i ) ,  . . . , C N ( i ) ] T  

and 

(9) 

relatively, where w/,,(i) is the input to the n-th tap, and 
c n ( i )  is the weight for the n-th tap. The FFF output y f ( i )  
is the input to the TE, where a replica signal ye( i )  for the 
T E  input y f ( i )  is generated. ye(i)  is given by Eq. (4). 
Estimation error ez( i )  is given by 

~ ( i )  = y / ( i )  - Ye( i) (11) 

PE-2 updates the tap weight vectors W f ( i )  and W , ( i )  
for the FFF and T E  based on the MMSE criterion that 
minimizes < l e z ( i ) I 2  >. 

As shown in Fig.4, Iterative parameter estimation per- 
forms the two-step weight updating process repeatedly un- 
til all the taps with AAA, FFF, and TE converge. The 
FFF  taps are fixed while the taps with AAA and TE are 
being updated, and the AAA taps are fixed while the taps 
with the FFF and T E  are being updated. 

111. TRANSMISSION PERFORMANCE 
Computer simulations were conducted to evaluate perfor- 
mances of the proposed S/T-Equalizer. Table 1 shows sim- 
ulation conditions. A DDFSE equalizer was used as a tem- 
poral equalizer. Fig. 4 illustrates an example of the beam 
patterns obtained by the proposed S/T-Equalizer under a 
multipath fading condition, where, as shown in Table 1, 
one desired and one interference users, each having three 
propagation paths, are assumed. Dashed line represents 
the beam pattern obtained under a static condition. It is 
found from Fig. 4 that the proposed S/T-Equalizer can 
properly steer nulls towards the directions of interference 
paths, although the nulls are not as deep as those formed 
under the static condition. 

Fig. 5 shows BER performance of the proposed S/T- 
Equalizer. Dashed line represents BER performance ob- 
tained by setting the AAA taps at those obtained under 
a static condition. (This scheme is referred to as "pre-set 
AAA tap" scheme for convenience.) Difference in Eb/No 
values to achieve BER=1OP3 between the S/T-Equalizer 
with the pre-set AAA taps and proposed algorithm is less 
than 2dB. 

Fig. 6 shows the BER performance of the proposed 
S/T-Equalizer with iterative parameter estimation with the 
number of the training symbols and the iteration times 
as parameters. Dashed lines represent BER performance 
curves without iterative parameter estimation. Results 
show that BER with iterative parameter estimation is al- 
most equivalent to that using pre-set AAA taps generated 
under the static condition. The proposed S/T-Equalizer 
with iterative parameter estimation can obtain roughly 2 
dB improvement over without iterative parameter estima- 
tion using the same length of the training symbol sequence. 

IV. CONCLUSION 
This paper has proposed a new S/T-Equalizer configura- 
tion for broadband mobile signal transmission. Instead of 
having FFF on each AAA element, FFF  is inserted be- 
tween AAA and TE. With the proposed configuration, 
signal processing for AAA and T E  tap updating can be 
performed separately from FFF  and T E  tap updating, 
thereby required computational complexity can be signif- 
icantly reduced. An iterative parameter estimation tech- 
nique has also been proposed. BER performance of the 
proposed S/T-Equalizer with the iterative parameter esti- 
mation is found to be almost equivalent to that with the 
S/T-Equalizer having pre-set AAA taps. 
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Fig. 5 :  Beam Pattern of Proposed S/T-Equalizer 
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